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Abstract:  Cross-cultural anthropologists have increasingly used phylogenetic methods to study cultural 

variation.  Because cultural behaviors can be transmitted horizontally among socially defined groups, 

however, it is important to assess whether phylogeny-based methods – which were developed to study 

vertically transmitted traits among biological taxa – are appropriate for studying group-level cultural 

variation.  Here, we describe a spatially-explicit simulation model that can be used to generate data with 

known degrees of horizontal donation.  We review previous results from this model showing that 

horizontal transmission increases the Type I error rate of phylogenetically independent contrasts in 

studies of correlated evolution.  These conclusions apply to cases in which two traits are transmitted as a 

pair, but horizontal transmission may be less problematic when traits are unlinked.  We also use the 

simulation model to investigate whether measures of homology (the consistency index and retention 

index) can detect horizontal transmission of cultural traits.  Higher rates of evolutionary change have a 

stronger depressive impact on measures of homology than higher rates of horizontal transmission; thus, 

low consistency or retention indices are not necessarily indicative of “ethnogenesis.”  Collectively, these 

studies demonstrate the importance of using simulations to assess the validity of methods in cross-cultural 

research.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Human cultural traits exhibit a rich kaleidoscope of forms.  Across societies we exhibit variation in 

marriage systems, the types of shelters that protect us from the elements, the foods that we cook and how 

we cook them, and decorations to our skin, bodies and clothing.  Globally, linguists have identified over 

6,000 languages (Gordon 2005) – which is greater than the 4,500 or so mammalian species that exist 

(Bininda-Emonds et al. 2007) – and humans are thought to practice more than 4,300 religions (faith 

groups).  Many human cultural traits are likely to be adaptive, such as those related to resource allocation 

and health practices, and are thus subject to natural selection (Mesoudi et al. 2004).  Other cultural traits, 

such as decorations on pottery, are probably driven less by natural selection, but they may provide social 

or sexual benefits that indirectly translate to higher reproduction.  As with many biological species, 

cultural diversity is disappearing at a rapid clip (Sutherland 2003), and many of the factors that influence 

biological diversity also influence cultural diversity (Pagel et al. 1991; Mace & Pagel 1995; Moore et al. 

2002). 

Anthropologists are interested in documenting differences in the configurations of human cultural 

traits, and in understanding how and why particular sets of traits arise.  Comparison has long played a 

central role in this endeavor, with the first formalized approach to cross-cultural comparison developed by 

Edward Tylor (1889).  Tylor was interested in developing systematic approaches to investigate cross-

cultural variation, including correlations – or what Tylor called “adhesions” – among different traits.  He 

was criticized for this approach on statistical grounds by Francis Galton (see Naroll 1961), yet his work 

spawned a number of followers who developed an empirically and theoretically rich approach that 

flourishes to this day (Murdock & White 1969; Burton & White 1984; Borgerhoff Mulder et al. 2001; 

Pagel & Mace 2004; Mace & Holden 2005; Mace et al. 2005; Lipo et al. 2006). 

Systematic comparisons are used, for example, to test hypotheses for why some cultures cook 

with more spices than others (Billing & Sherman 1998), or why some pass wealth to sons and others to 

daughters (Hartung 1982).  As in biology (Harvey & Pagel 1991; Nunn & Barton 2001), however, a 

critical issue in all of these studies involves the non-independence of data points when conducting 
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comparative tests (Mace & Pagel 1994; Mace & Holden 2005).  Indeed, this is precisely the criticism 

leveled by Galton, and thus known as “Galton’s problem” among anthropologists.  The essence of the 

problem can be summarized as follows.  Because populations tend to share traits through descent from a 

common ancestor, the data points that make up a cross-cultural analysis will lack statistical independence.  

Phylogeny-based methods provide a means to deal with non-independence that arises through “vertical” 

transmission of traits from ancestral to descendent populations (Mace & Pagel 1994; Mace & Holden 

2005; Nunn et al. 2006).   

Phylogenetic methods assume that cultural traits behave like genetic traits, particularly with 

regard the prominence of “vertical” trait transmission from parent generations to later generations.  In 

contrast to the genetic transmission of most elements in biology, however, cultural traits can spread 

“horizontally” among unrelated individuals.  While “vertical” and “horizontal” most aptly refer to 

transmission of traits between individuals (whether individuals learn from their parents or other 

community members), a similar distinction can be made at the population level, namely whether cultures 

develop by a tree-like splitting process (phylogenesis) or by admixture (ethnogenesis).  Thus, under 

phylogenesis, cultural change results from the transmission of ideas and practices from parental to 

daughter cultural taxa (White et al. 1981; Moore & Romney 1994; Holden 2002; Tehrani & Collard 

2002).  Under ethnogenesis, cultural evolution occurs through the borrowing and blending of ideas and 

practices and the trade of objects among contemporary societies (e.g., Terrell et al. 1997), resulting in a 

weak phylogenetic signal (e.g., Hurles et al. 2003; Jordan & Shennan 2003; Moylan et al. 2006). 

 Ethnogenesis creates its own form of non-independence, and a form that requires different 

approaches than are used for investigating phylogenesis (Borgerhoff Mulder et al. 2006; Nunn et al. 

2006).  This is not because borrowed traits fail to shed light on adaptation; indeed if pastoralists in arid 

environments “borrow” camel-keeping from a neighboring ethnic group this may be valid evidence for 

adaptive cultural coevolution (Mace and Pagel 1994).  Nor is this because cultural traits within a 

particular domain are not transmitted vertically; indeed some domains may exhibit huge conservatism, as 

with the consistency of kinship traits across language families (Jones 2003).  Rather, because of 
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ethnogenesis, the true trees of different domains may be different.  Correcting for shared language (as is 

typically done in the application of phylogenetic methods to human cultures) may not be useful to control 

for shared origins in a domain that is not structured by language.  

At this time, however, we lack a general framework for grappling with the most fundamental 

aspects of this problem (Borgerhoff Mulder et al 2006).  In particular, we need to address the following 

three questions:  (1) Does horizontal transmission between societies produce a signal that is distinct from 

vertical transmission in comparative data?  (2) Which methods offer the most powerful means to detect 

horizontal transmission (or ethnogenesis)?  (3) What methods are most appropriate for investigating 

correlations between traits when both horizontal and vertical transmission occur?  This latter question is 

particularly important, as it forms the basis for applying the comparative method to test adaptive 

hypotheses. 

 Some efforts have been made to address these questions, particularly with regard to methods 

developed from within anthropology (Dow 1984, 1993, 2007) and from biology (Borgerhoff Mulder et al. 

2001; Mace & Holden 2005; Fortunato et al. 2006).  But we also need to evaluate the different methods, 

which raises a fourth question:  (4) How can we evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of different 

methods when we lack information about the actual patterns of vertical and horizontal transmission in 

real-world data?   

 The answer to this last question again comes from comparative biology.  Biologists typically 

investigate the appropriateness of a new comparative method by taking a phylogeny, simulating the 

evolution of traits down the tree, and calculating statistical tests on these data (e.g., Martins & Garland 

1991; Purvis et al. 1994; Nunn 1995; Diaz-Uriarte & Garland 1996; Harvey & Rambaut 2000).  The 

statistical test might measure the correlation between traits, the degree to which more closely related 

species share similar trait values, measures of tree “balance,” or any other statistical or phylogenetic 

measure of interest.  By generating many such artificial data sets with known characteristics – such as the 

model of evolution or the degree to which the traits are correlated – it becomes possible to evaluate the 

statistical properties of a particular method.  Hence, these methods have played a pivotal role in assessing 
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phylogeny-based comparative methods and making decisions about when and how they should be applied 

to biological data. 

 This paper has three major sections.  First, we introduce a simulation model that was developed to 

assess methods for cross-cultural research (Nunn et al. 2006).  Second, we review one set of results from 

the model involving the appropriateness of independent contrasts under conditions of horizontal 

transmission.  Lastly, we apply the simulation model to a new question in which we evaluate whether two 

commonly used phylogenetic metrics of “treeness” – namely, the consistency index (CI) and retention 

index (RI) – detect phylogenesis in cross-cultural data sets.  These indices have been used in cross-

cultural research (e.g., Tehrani and Collard 2002; Collard et al. 2006).  Our simulations show that factors 

other than horizontal trait transmission are significant determinants of CI and RI.  The simulations also 

reveal that using external information on the historical relationships among societies (e.g., language, 

Mace and Pagel 1994) can improve the performance of tree-consistency measures in cross-cultural 

research. 

 

2.  THE SIMULATION MODEL 

(a) The basic framework 

The purpose of a simulation model in phylogenetics research is to generate artificial data sets under 

known models of trait evolution, and then to assess how well a particular method can recover the 

parameters of the evolutionary model.  To evaluate comparative methods in the context of cross-cultural 

comparisons, Nunn et al. (2006) developed a spatially explicit simulation approach to investigate trait 

evolution in relation to phylogeny and geography.  Phylogeny in this case refers to the historical 

relationships among societies, such as a branching pattern indicated with a linguistic tree (e.g., Gray & 

Jordan 2000; Gray & Atkinson 2003), while geography is represented as a matrix of geographical 

distances among societies.   

 Nunn et al.’s (2006) simulation approach is derived from previous simulation protocols that have 

been used to test phylogenetic comparative methods in biology (e.g., Martins & Garland 1991; Purvis et 
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al. 1994; Nunn 1995; Diaz-Uriarte & Garland 1996; Harvey & Rambaut 2000).  Nunn et al. (2006) 

augmented this basic procedure with a spatial context that also allows for horizontal transmission of the 

simulated traits among neighboring societies.  Moreover, including spatial context required a procedure to 

generate links between geography and phylogeny, which is important because these two factors will tend 

to covary in real-world data sets – i.e., closely related societies are often in close spatial proximity.  To 

achieve this, they developed an adaptive radiation model (e.g., Price 1997; Harvey & Rambaut 2000) in 

which mother populations produce daughter populations that tend to settle in nearby open niches, as 

described below.    

Nunn et al. (2006) constructed their spatially explicit model of cultural trait evolution using the 

computer package MATLAB (vers. 7.0, Mathworks, Inc.).  The model can be viewed as a metapopulation 

represented as a two-dimensional lattice (or matrix) with a “hard” edge, such that societies on the edge of 

the lattice are not connected to societies on the opposite edge.  Thus, the model assumes a geographically 

delimited area such as an island, a continent, or an area bounded by impassible mountain ranges or bodies 

of water.  The model has non-overlapping generations (discrete time) and each cell of the lattice is treated 

as a distinct society (discrete space).    

The model examines the evolution of one or more traits, represented as X1, X2…Xn.  These traits 

can be continuously varying – such as body mass – or they can be discrete – such as categorizations of 

mating system.  The user must also make assumptions about how traits transfer when they are 

horizontally donated.  Traits can transfer as a group, which might be expected if the traits are functionally 

linked (and thus show correlated evolution).  At the other extreme, traits can transfer independently.  An 

intermediate position is also possible, with sets of traits moving stochastically as a function of the 

correlation between them (i.e., “stochastic yoking”, see Nunn et al. 2006).  In all cases, when trait X1 

moves from society A to society B, the value of X1 in B is replaced by the value of X1 in A.  As in most 

applications of the comparative method to real anthropological data, societies are assumed to exhibit no 

intra-societal variation; this is an assumption that could be relaxed in future research using the simulation 
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model.  Vertical transmission occurs by default when descendent societies inherit trait values of their 

ancestors across generations, including through speciation events. 

 

(b) Initializing and running the model along discrete time steps.   

Figure 1 provides an overview of the simulation processes part way through a simulation run on a small 

3-by-4 matrix.  The parameters used in the simulation are summarized in Table 1.  The simulation begins 

with an empty matrix and a single society on the left-most column in the middle row of the matrix (e.g., 

row=2, column=1 in Figure 1).  Extinction, colonization of empty cells, horizontal trait donation and trait 

evolution occur sequentially and stochastically in discrete generations (i.e., time steps).  Thus, in each 

generation, the following events can occur for each society, in the order described below. 

Step 1: Extinction.  Societies go extinct based on a user-defined probability of extinction 

(Pextinction).  Higher extinction rates increase the number of empty cells, and thus provide new niches for 

neighboring societies to fill; this is important because it affects the degree to which diversification events 

occur close to the tips of the tree (see Nee et al. 1994; Nunn et al. 2006).  To avoid the possibility of an 

entirely empty matrix, the probability of extinction is set to zero when only one cell of a matrix was 

occupied, including the first generation of a simulation run. 

Step 2: Colonization.  Neighboring cells available for colonization are identified as empty cells 

on the “flat” sides of a given society’s cell (rather than cells attached by their corners).  Thus, a society 

may possess a maximum of four neighbors, with societies on the edges of the matrix having fewer 

neighbors.  Societies that colonize adjacent cells are treated as distinct societies in the next generation.  

Societies colonize neighboring cells with probability Pcolonize, and as this occurs the evolutionary 

relationships are recorded as a bifurcating tree.  The program updates branch lengths by one unit in each 

generation of the simulation.  When a society colonized more than one cell in a generation, the 

relationship among societies was randomly resolved with short branch lengths (=0.001).   

Step 3: Horizontal trait donation. Trait values spread among neighbors based on a user-defined 

probability that a society donates traits to one of its neighbors (Pdonation).  The values of traits in the 
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recipient are replaced by values from the donor.  Nunn et al. (2006) focused on results with traits 

transferred as a pair during horizontal transmission (i.e., if X1 moves, so does X2), applying the probability 

of trait donation to the paired movement of traits rather than independently for each trait (an issue that is 

discussed below and by Currie et al., 2010-this volume). For a society with more than one neighbor, more 

than one horizontal donation could take place in a single generation.  To deal with this possibility, the 

probability that at least one donation event takes place for a potential recipient society was calculated 

using the binomial theorem based on the number of neighbors.  If the condition for trait donation was met 

for a recipient society, the society donating the trait was randomly assigned from among recipient’s 

neighbors.  This means that the rate of horizontal transmission increases with the number of neighbors (as 

expected in real-world data) and that the spatial configuration of societies will impact the overall rate of 

horizontal transmission (e.g., by influencing the number of societies on edges of the matrix, as these will 

have fewer neighbors). Transfers of traits among all societies in the matrix were implemented 

simultaneously in a given generation after all cells were examined for possible trait transfer. 

Step 4: Trait evolution.  Evolutionary change in the traits occurs at the end of each generation.  

For continuously varying traits, one common model of trait evolution involves Brownian motion 

(Felsenstein 1985), with the user identifying variance in trait change per generation and the degree of 

correlation between characters.  These changes are calculated for each society and added to existing trait 

values (indicated by “∆X” in Figure 1).  For discretely varying traits with two states, trait change can be 

modeled as a mutation rate that reflects the probability of switching between states at each time step.  

When simulating discrete traits, we assume that the probability of gains (0 to 1) equals the probability of 

losses (1 to 0).  

 

(c) Output from a simulation run:  the “true” tree.   

When constructing a simulation program, the user is essentially playing “god,” and this allows him or her 

to decide what data to collect.  Along with data on the traits, their geographic distribution, and the 

simulation parameters, the simulation program also retains the history of splitting by the societies.  This 
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reflects the “true” phylogeny, in the sense of the actual splitting of lineages and their times to last 

common ancestor.  While we admit that the true phylogeny is never known for real data, the actual tree 

can be viewed as analogous to a tree that is generated from independent data, such as linguistic data 

(Mace and Pagel 1994; Gray and Atkinson 2003; Gray, 2010 - this volume).  We will see that having 

independent information on historical relationships can often provide deeper insights to cultural 

transmission and evolution.   

 

3.  HORIZONTAL TRANSMISSION AND CORRELATED EVOLUTION 

(a) Results 

Nunn et al. (2006) used the simulation framework to investigate the effects of horizontal transmission on 

phylogenetically independent contrasts, which is a method that can be used to study whether two or more 

traits show correlated evolution (Felsenstein 1985; Harvey & Pagel 1991).  Briefly, independent contrasts 

are calculated as differences in trait values among lineages that share a most recent common ancestor that 

are standardized for evolutionary time.  Nunn et al. (2006) investigated whether an increasing probability 

of horizontal transmission reduces the statistical performance of independent contrasts, focusing on Type 

I errors (incorrectly rejecting true null hypotheses of no association between traits).  The authors thus 

simulated a range of values for the probability of trait donation (Pdonation) to neighbors (in addition to other 

parameters, see Nunn et al. 2006).  Most of the simulations were concentrated within a range of donation 

probabilities from 0 to 0.06.  By simulating evolution with Pdonation=0, only vertical transmission occurred; 

thus, under this parameter setting, phylogeny-based methods were expected to produce results that match 

previous simulation studies that investigated the statistical performance of independent contrasts for 

biological traits (Martins & Garland 1991; Purvis et al. 1994).  At the highest probability of donation 

(Pdonation=0.15) and four neighbors, the actual probability of receiving a trait from one or more neighbors 

in a given generation equaled 0.48 (based on the binomial theorem, see above).  Such high rates are 

unlikely in most real-world data sets, but are not unreasonable, as suggested by examples such as the 

rapid spread of horses among New World peoples (Roe 1955), or the movement of Islam across many 
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parts of West (Trimmingham 1970) and East Africa (Ensminger 1997).  Simulations were run for 60 

generations, and analyses were conducted only on full matrices of 36 societies (see Nunn et al. 2006 for 

details). 

 When considering traits that were entirely uncorrelated, Nunn et al. (2006) found that Type I error 

rates increased with increasing probability of horizontal transmission (Figure 2).  It is often useful to 

compare methods that incorporate phylogenetic information to analyses that do not take this information 

into account.  This comparison revealed that non-phylogenetic tests have higher Type I errors than when 

controlling for phylogeny using independent contrasts, especially at low levels of horizontal transmission.  

In some simulations, Type I errors for non-phylogenetic tests were lower than for analyses based on 

independent contrasts, but error rates were still extremely high (Figure 2). 

 

(b) Application and further considerations 

Simulation results are dependent on the assumptions that were made in simulating and analyzing the data; 

thus, it is important to critically evaluate these assumptions.  Of particular importance in this regard, 

Nunn et al. (2006) assumed that traits are donated as a pair.  This is a useful starting point, as it is 

analogous to the paired transmission of traits during vertical transmission and it means that both traits 

have the same evolutionary and geographical history.  Currie et al. (2010-this volume) used results based 

on a different assumption, namely that traits are transmitted independently during donation events, which 

is also be a reasonable assumption for many human cultural traits.  In contrast to the patterns in Figure 2, 

they found that Type I error rates are not elevated by horizontal transmission.  Thus, independent 

contrasts is a valid method when the traits are transmitted vertically or, for situations in which horizontal 

transmission occurs, when we have reason to believe that the traits are transmitted independently.  The 

independence of traits will need to be determined on a case-by-case basis.   

 As to why the higher Type I error rates emerge under paired transmission of traits, it could be due 

to one of two factors.  First, the paired transmission could artificially create a correlation where none 

exists simply by the maintenance of traits with similar values across data points.  This involves biased 
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estimates of the correlation coefficient, and we would expect the correlation between the traits from the 

simulation to be centered above zero.  Second, it could be that violations of the assumptions of 

independent contrasts, including an incorrect topology and model of evolution, create distributions of 

statistics that are too wide, as found in previous phylogenetic simulations (Martins and Garland 1991; 

Symonds 2002).  In fact, we have good reason to believe that the assumptions of independent contrasts 

are violated with regard to the tree topology.  More specifically, horizontal transmission under paired 

transmission results in a tree for the traits that differs from the “true” tree of societal splitting, yet the 

contrasts are calculated on the true tree.  Consistent with this expectation, we find that paired horizontal 

transmission does not create bias, but does alter the distribution of statistics from that expected (Figure 3; 

F4999,4999=3.02, P<0.0001).  Thus, it is the underlying assumption violations about the tree that cause the 

elevation in Type I error rates, rather than bias originating from the design of the simulation model. 

 

4.  INFERRING VERTICAL TRANSMISSION BASED ON LEVELS OF HOMOLOGY 

Given the sensitivity of independent contrasts to some forms of horizontal transmission, it is critical to 

identify whether the degree of vertical transmission in cultural data sets is sufficient for applying 

phylogenetic methods.  In this section, we use the simulation model to assess whether methods designed 

to detect homology in biological data sets can be used to assess the degree of vertical transmission in 

cultural data.  Importantly for what follows, the tree topology might be the most parsimonious tree for the 

cultural data matrix in question (hereafter called the “parsimony” tree), or it could be a tree based upon 

separately analyzed genetic or linguistic data (hereafter called the “true” tree, subject to the caveats given 

above).  For a simulation study of Mantel tests to quantify vertical and horizontal signal, see Nunn et al. 

(2006)  

 

(a) Two measures of homology 

Episodes of independent evolutionary change (also known as evolutionary convergence or homoplasy) 

are expected to reduce phylogenetic signal in a data set.  Horizontal transmission also is expected to 
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reduce the phylogenetic signal in the data, effectively resulting in more homoplasy.  The consistency 

index (CI) and the retention index (RI) are two statistics used in analyses of discrete biological data to 

assess phylogenetic signal.  Both can be calculated for individual characters on a given tree, or as used 

here, an “ensemble” metric calculated across multiple characters.  The CI is measured as m/s, with m 

being the minimum number of parsimony steps possible for a given character on a tree completely 

congruent with it, and s being the minimum steps required on a given tree topology (Kluge & Farris 1969; 

Naylor & Kraus 1995).  Thus, for a 2 state character, m = 1; for a 3 state character, m = 2, and so on.  

Thus, as the level of homoplasy increases for a character or character set, s goes up but m remains 

constant, and the CI is reduced.  In principle, a CI of 1.0 reflects complete character state homology on a 

tree, while a CI of 0.0 indicates a total absence of homology; in reality, however, the CI has an effective 

lower bound of about 0.38 (Archie 1990).  CI values are not a simple reflection of character evolution 

alone, however, as they are known to decrease dramatically as a function of the number of taxa (Archie 

1990).  Additionally, ensemble CI decreases, though less extremely, as character number increases 

(Archie 1989, 1990; Sanderson & Donoghue 1989). The RI is measured as (g-s)/(g-m).  The parameters s 

and m in this equation are the same as in the CI calculation, while g indicates the highest number of 

parsimony steps that a character could possibly exhibit on any tree for the number of taxa in question 

(Farris 1989; Naylor & Kraus 1995).  The RI in principle ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating that all 

state distributions are homologous.  As compared to the true CI, the RI is substantially less sensitive to 

the number of taxa studied (Archie, 1990).  

 The logic underlying the application of the RI and CI to cultural data is that if cultural traits are 

consistently transmitted from parent to daughter populations, we should find that cultural traits produce 

good trees with high levels of homology.  Thus, a high RI or CI is taken as consistent with some degree of 

vertical transmission, which in turn is interpreted to indicate the preponderance of phylogenesis over 

ethnogenesis in the data.   

These statistics are among the most commonly used in anthropology to infer the degree of 

vertical transmission in cultural data sets.  For example, Collard et al. (2006) calculated the RI for 21 
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biological data sets and 20 cultural data sets (to which they added one additional published RI statistic, 

giving 21 cultural data sets).  They reasoned that if a bifurcating tree model can account for cultural data, 

the RIs of cultural data should be similar to those of biological data, and this is exactly what they found:  

the average RI of the biological data was 0.61, while the average RI of the cultural data was 0.59.  In 

another study that used the CI, Tehrani and Collard (2002) tested whether horizontal or vertical descent 

best describes decorative characteristics of Turkmen textiles.  Their primary goal was to test the assertion 

that ethnogenesis is the predominant transmission mode for human cultural traits (e.g., Moore 1994).  

Using design characters from the period before Russian domination of the Turkmen, the CI was 

calculated at 0.68, suggesting that most of the characters are shared through common descent.  Relatively 

similar patterns (with perhaps slightly more ethnogenesis) were found in the period following conquest of 

Central Asia by Tsarist Russians (Tehrani & Collard 2002).  For additional examples, see Jordan & 

Shennan (2003) and Lycett et al. (2007). 

 

(b) Concerns about using the CI and RI with cultural data 

How well do the CI and RI detect vertical and horizontal transmission, and can they provide definitive 

evidence for either?  Several important issues concerning the use of the CI and RI have yet to be resolved.  

First, these statistics were designed to assess the degree of homology in biological data, and increases in 

rates of evolution can lead to lower homology, i.e. a lower CI or RI.  We might thus expect that traits will 

show less tree-like signal when the rate of evolution is high, even if no horizontal transmission occurs.  

This means that low values of the CI and RI do not necessarily indicate horizontal transmission; they 

could instead indicate that evolutionary rates are high. 

 Second, if a large number of traits in the analysis are borrowed as a cultural “package” (Boyd et 

al. 1997; Jones 2003), then parsimony inference will tend to produce a tree with low homoplasy.  Such 

traits will tend to show a strong tree-like structure, albeit one that differs from the history of other cultural 

or genetic traits and despite possibly extensive borrowing.  Indeed, some authors (e.g., O'Brien et al. 
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2001) have pointed out that cultural packages would still have a true tree-like structure to themselves that 

is not eroded by diffusion and cultural “hybridization.”   If we have an independently derived tree, it 

becomes possible to evaluate the CI and RI for the traits on this “true” tree, and this should help to discern 

instances of borrowing.  

 Lastly, both statistics lack a firm statistical framework for deciding on the statistical importance 

of a particular value.  For example, is a CI of 0.5 for a set of traits significantly higher or lower than 

expected, and does it constitute evidence for horizontal or vertical transmission?  All that can be done is 

to compare values to those obtained from biological traits or systems that have better understood 

properties (Collard et al. 2006).   

 In summary, we can imagine scenarios where a low CI occurs in the absence of horizontal 

transmission, and other scenarios where a high CI occurs with high levels of horizontal transmission.  

Taking the low CI first, this could simply reflect homoplasy, i.e. the independent innovation of cultural 

traits, rather than horizontal transmission, due to high rates of cultural evolution.  A high CI might reflect 

lower rates of evolution, for example if the number of societies chosen is small and relatively 

homogeneous with respect to the traits in question.  Moreover, horizontal transmission can produce a high 

CI on a tree inferred from traits that are borrowed as a package (Borgerhoff Mulder et al. 2006); in such a 

case, the phylogenetic signal will remain, but the true tree will differ from the tree that is reconstructed 

from cultural traits.  Lastly, even if we can overcome these problems, how should we decide if a given 

value is statistically significant, and should it be compared to the null hypothesis of maximal homoplasy 

or perfect homology? 

 

(c) Applying the simulation model to study the CI and RI 

In light of these concerns, we altered the simulation model to test whether the RI and CI can detect 

horizontal transmission.  We also investigated other variables that might influence the calculation of the 

CI and RI (Table 2).  Thus, in addition to rates of trait donation to neighbors, we included rates of 
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evolution, as a higher rate of evolution should increase homoplasy in the data (thus reducing the CI and 

RI).  Similarly, we examined variation in the rate of extinction, the number of societies, the number of 

traits, and the rate of colonization into empty niches.  In all of these simulations, the discretely varying 

traits underwent independent horizontal transmission (i.e., unpaired transmission). 

 In terms of output, we focused on four measures.  The first two represent the CI and RI as 

typically calculated in cross-cultural research.  Specifically, we used the trait data from the simulation 

model to generate phylogenies using parsimony.  For this, we modified the simulation program so that it 

produced NEXUS files (Maddison et al. 1997), which we then analyzed in PAUP* Version 4.0 Beta 10 

(Swofford 2003).  For each NEXUS file, we excluded parsimony uninformative characters and performed 

a heuristic search.  We then selected at random one of the most parsimonious trees, and we calculated the 

CI and RI on this tree; these were ensemble statistics, calculated across the entire data set from a 

simulation run.  For the other two output measures, we calculated the CI and RI on the tree recorded from 

the simulation (i.e., the true tree).  We expected that this might improve our ability to detect the signal of 

horizontal transmission, which should create differences between the parsimony tree and the true tree 

recorded in the simulation.   

 We faced two challenges in generating and analyzing the data:  the first involved effectively 

exploring the six-dimensional space of parameters that we varied, and the second involved analyzing the 

output in a way that can account for possible interactions among variables.  To explore parameter space, 

we used Latin hypercube sampling, which is a type of stratified Monte Carlo sampling that has been used 

in epidemiological modeling and is more efficient in this context than random sampling regimes 

(Seaholm et al. 1988; Blower & Dowlatabadi 1994; Rushton et al. 2000).  Our Latin hypercube sample 

drew values from the range of values in Table 2 10 times with 500 samples in each set, giving a total of 

5000 simulation runs.  To analyze the output, we used regression trees (De'ath & Fabricius 2000).  This 

statistical method produces graphical output in the form of a decision tree that predicts the outcome of a 

simulation with particular parameter values.  Methodologically, it repeatedly splits the data into 
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homogeneous groups according to the six parameters used in our simulation.  The advantages of 

regression tree analysis in the context of analyzing simulation output are many, including its ability to 

deal with non-linear effects, higher order interactions, and ease of interpreting the graphical output.  In 

addition, it does not rely on p-values, which can be highly significant with the large sample sizes used 

here, yet give little explanatory value.  Regression trees were calculated using the Statistics Toolbox in 

MATLAB.  We split impure nodes when the number of observations for that node was 1000.  After 

creating an initial tree using the simulation output, we used 10-fold cross-validation to identify the 

pruning level with the minimal cost (De'ath & Fabricius 2000), identified as the tree with the minimum 

error rate.  Using this pruned tree, we calculated the percentage of variance explained by comparing 

predicted and observed values.  

 

(d) Results 

We first examined the regression trees for the CI and RI calculated from the simulated data.  As shown in 

Figure 4.a, the primary predictor of the CI was the number of societies, with increasing number of 

societies leading to a lower CI (Archie 1990).  The rate of evolution occurs at the second level in the 

regression tree, with higher rates of evolution leading to a lower CI.   The model explained 83% of the 

variation in CI scores, and horizontal transmission was not included in the regression tree.  Figure 4.b 

shows the regression tree for the RI, which is thought to be less sensitive to the number of taxa.  In this 

case, the rate of evolution was the primary factor influencing the RI, with a higher rate of evolution 

leading to a lower RI (i.e., more homoplasy).  The model accounted for 77% of the variation in RI scores, 

and horizontal transmission was not included in the regression tree. 

 We also examined the simulation parameters from the simulations that yielded the top 1% of RI 

values (i.e., the 50 highest RIs in our simulation).  The highest 1% of RI scores ranged from 0.62 to 0.85.  

Relative to the values simulated, we found that these were from simulations with low rates of evolution 

(median=0.003), a lower probability of donation (median=0.01), and higher extinction rates 

(median=0.08); importantly, however, four of the simulations with the highest RIs had values of 
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horizontal transmission greater than 0.05.  Other variables did not show an obvious association with the 

highest RI’s.  On the whole, this suggests that an RI above about 0.60 is usually indicative of a high 

degree of vertically transmission (phylogenesis) and a low degree of horizontal transmission 

(ethnogenesis). 

 Next, we examined whether the CI and RI are better able to detect horizontal transmission when 

using the “true” tree generated in the simulation (as compared to the parsimony tree).  The results for the 

CI revealed that the number of taxa was again the primary variable on the regression tree, with tertiary 

levels involving rates of evolution.  This model explained 55% of the variation, and the probability of 

donation was not included in the regression tree.  Results for the RI are shown in Figure 4.c.  The 

regression tree model explained 66% of the variation and revealed that rates of evolution and extinction 

were the primary factors influencing RI values.  Again, horizontal transmission was not included in the 

regression tree models.  The importance of evolutionary rate is further illustrated in the bivariate plots in 

Figure 5, which show that rates of evolution explain more of the variation in the RI than does probability 

of trait donation. 

 We again examined the parameters of the simulations that yielded the top 1% of RIs calculated 

from the true tree, which ranged from 0.58 to 0.85.  In this case, we found that the top RI values were 

associated with very low rates of evolution (median=0.004), and also generally high rates of extinction 

(median=0.08) and low rates of horizontal transmission (as compared to the range of values used in our 

simulations, Table 2).  In the latter case, the median probability of horizontal donation was 0.009, with 

only one of 50 simulations producing a value greater than 0.05. 

 We found that the RI for the parsimony tree was always higher than the RI on the true tree, as 

expected given that the simulated data were used to both generate the parsimony tree and to calculate the 

RI (Figure 6).  We also found that increasing horizontal transmission is associated with a greater 

divergence between the RI calculated from the parsimony tree (RIparsimony_tree) and the RI calculated from 

the “true” tree (RItrue_tree), with the RI for the true tree tending to decline relative to the RI for the 

parsimony tree as horizontal transmission increases (b=-0.251, F1,4998=964, p<0.0001).  We therefore re-
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ran the analyses using the difference in RIs, calculated as RIparsimony_tree - RItrue_tree.  The resulting regression 

tree model explained 57% of the variation in RI differences, and for the first time in any of the models, 

the probability of horizontal transmission was included in the regression tree (Figure 4.d).  Higher 

probabilities of donation tended to lead to a greater divergence in the RI scores between the trees, at least 

when the number of traits exceeded 266.  Additional variables were included in the model, and this result 

emphasizes the importance of having external information on the history of societies, such as a linguistic 

tree (Mace & Pagel 1994). 

 Given that the simulations with the highest RI for both the parsimony tree and the “true” tree 

were characterized by low rates of evolution and low horizontal transmission, it seems relatively safe to 

conclude that a high RI is consistent with low horizontal transmission and a high degree of vertical 

transmission of cultural trait variation.  Conversely, it is difficult to conclude that a low RI is indicative of 

horizontal transmission, as this is also consistent with high rates of evolution.  As a last test to probe the 

effect of horizontal transmission, we examined the distribution of RIs when horizontal transmission takes 

place to the RIs in which all other parameters are identical, but no horizontal transmission was allowed.  

We used the RI from the true tree.  On average, the RI was lower when horizontal transmission occurred 

(RIPdonation=0=0.411, RIPdonation>0=0.381), and in a paired t-test of the data, we found a significant effect (t=-

22.4, P<0.0001).  Nonetheless, this difference was in the same direction for only 63% of the pairs.  In a 

general linear model that tested for an independent effect of horizontal transmission on the RI, we found 

that higher rates of horizontal transmission depressed the calculation of the RI (Table 3). 

 

(e) Applying the results to real-world data 

In the new results presented here, we found that rates of evolution have a bigger impact on the RI and CI 

than do rates of horizontal transmission.  Because the CI is sensitive to the number of societies, the RI is a 

better measure to use in cross-cultural research (see also Archie, 1989, 1990).  On a more positive note, 

however, a high RI is almost always associated with relatively low rates of horizontal transmission, 

especially when it is calculated on a tree that reflects the true evolutionary history of a set of societies.  
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Thus, in future work, it would be worthwhile to use phylogenetic methods to compare trees calculated 

from cultural traits to trees obtained using other information, such as genetic or linguistic data, with the 

prediction that these trees will differ to a greater extent as horizontal transmission increases.   

 Our simulation results have several implications for the use of homology measures in studies of 

cultural traits.  First, our results confirm that high CI and RI values (for example > 0.60) are indicative of 

low horizontal transmission and thus the distribution of cultural variation being due to phylogenesis, 

which is consistent with previous uses of the metrics (O’Brien et al, 2001; Tehrani and Collard, 2002; 

Collard et al., 2006).  Second, low values were not consistently associated with high levels of horizontal 

transmission because the CI and RI are heavily influenced by other factors, such as the rate of character 

evolution and the extinction rate among societies.  Thus, while high values may indicate phylogenesis, 

low values are uninformative.  Lastly, low rates of horizontal transmission, and thus a high fidelity of 

cultural inheritance across generations, only rarely produced a high CI or RI.  This may indicate that these 

metrics provide very low power to detect the prevalence of phylogenesis in cultural evolution.  Caution 

should therefore be taken before adopting these metrics as the primary hypothesis test for a study of trait 

transmission. 

Our simulation shows that further caution is needed if differences in RI values across the time 

depth of a tree are to be used to test whether cultural or genetic change is responsible for an observed 

distribution of traits.  A recent study of chimpanzee behavioral data across populations found lower RI 

values on a tree with deeper evolutionary divergences than on two trees of more closely related 

chimpanzee populations (Lycett et al. 2007).  While substantial evidence exists for chimpanzee social 

learning capabilities and traditional behaviors (Whiten et al. 1999), the RI-based test conducted by Lycett 

et al. (2007) is insufficient to rule out genetic inheritance of the behavioral variations because our 

simulation shows that the RI is very sensitive to the rate of evolution.  Assuming the behavioral variations 

to be genetically inherited and not learned, then a sufficiently high evolutionary rate, which could be 

produced by selection, would also cause a reduction of RI on a tree with deeper phylogenetic separation.  

This effect would be analogous to the potential for saturation of a fast evolving gene with homoplasy 
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when comparing distantly related organisms.  While we might agree that genetic inheritance without 

social learning seems implausible for the behaviors in question, the point remains that a test based solely 

on the RI is insufficient. 

 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

This is an exciting time for cross-cultural research.  Increasing availability of linguistic and genetic data is 

providing new opportunities to examine trait evolution in a historical context.  Simultaneously, 

methodological developments in evolutionary biology and anthropology are providing the tools to 

examine cultural trait data in a more rigorous way.  The success of this enterprise will depend on how 

well the methods work for particular types of data and under different evolutionary conditions.  Cross-

cultural studies have increasingly relied on phylogenetic methods to study correlated trait evolution, 

reconstruct ancestral states, and detect vertical or horizontal transmission.  To date, however, few studies 

have quantitatively examined whether phylogenetic methods are appropriate for cross-cultural research.  

We showed how simulation approaches can be used in this endeavor, specifically to test methods, to 

identify the conditions under which they fail, and even to explore new approaches, such as comparing the 

RI calculated for a parsimony tree with the RI for a tree that reflects the true history of societal splitting.   
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Table 1.  Parameters that can be varied in the simulation model 

 

Parameters Description 

R, C Number of rows and number of columns in spatial matrix 

Pextinction Probability that a society goes extinct per time step 

Pdonation Probability that a society donates a trait to an adjacent society per time step 

Pcolonize Probability that a society colonizes an adjacent open cell per time step 

r Correlation between continuously varying traits 

N Number of traits simulated 

Pevolution 
Rate of evolutionary change (variance of trait change for continuous traits, 

mutation rate for discrete traits) 
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Table 2.  Parameter ranges investigated in CI and RI simulations 

 

Parameter Parameter Values (Range) 

Maximum Number 
of Societies1 

36 to 100 societies, arranged as square lattices 
(i.e., number of rows=number of columns) 

Pextinction 0.001 to 0.1 

Pdonation 0.001 to 0.1 

Pcolonize 0.1 to 0.95 

r n/a 

N 100 to 1000 

Pevolution 0.001 to 0.1 

 
 

 

1 This is a maximum because some cells may be empty at the end of a simulation.  The actual number of 

taxa ranged from 21 to 100. 
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Table 3.  Predictors of RI when horizontal transmission is allowed1 

Term Estimate t-statistic P-value 

intercept 0.20 89.7 <0.0001 

RIno_horizontal 0.47 95.5 <0.0001 

Pdonation -0.24 -12.8 <0.0001 

 

1Results from a general linear model:  RIhorizontal = intercept + β1 (RIno_horizontal) + β2 (Pdonation).  R2 for the full 

model is 0.79.  Results are based on the RI calculated using the “true” tree. 
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Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1:  Simulation Procedure. A simplified version of the simulation procedure using a 3-row by 4-

column spatial matrix partway through a simulation run. The following stochastic processes occur in 

sequence for each generation in the simulation: (1) extinctions of filled cells, (2) colonization of empty 

cells, (3) horizontal transmission among neighboring societies, and (4) trait evolution. Empty cells 

indicate unfilled niches in the spatial model.  

 

Figure 2:  Horizontal Transmission and Independent Contrasts.  Horizontal dotted line indicates 

expected Type I error rate (α = 0.05).  Plots show how the probability of trait donation (Pdonation) affects 

Type I error rates for independent contrasts (+) and in non-phylogenetic analyses (circles).  There was no 

correlation between trait changes in these simulations of continuously varying characters (r = 0).  

Different plots reflect different combinations of spatial configuration (i.e., matrix dimensions) and 

probability of extinction (Pextinction), and values plotted reflect the proportion of results in a given 

simulation run (N = 1,000) in which a significant association was found between traits X and Y.  

Simulations were run with colonization probability (Pcolonize) of 0.96 and a trait change variance of 0.02. 

 

Figure 3.  Causes of Higher Type I Error Rates.   Distribution of correlation coefficients statistics for 

(a) paired and (b) unpaired transmission of continuously varying traits across 5000 simulations.  Paired 

transmission of traits during horizontal transmission events does not result in biased parameter estimates 

(mean value for paired transmission=0.0064, versus -0.002 for unpaired transmission).  Instead, the 

elevated Type I error rates for paired compared to unpaired trait transmission results from a wider 

expected distribution of statistics (standard deviations of 0.2996 and 0.1724 for paired and unpaired 

transmission, respectively).  Results are from a 6x6 matrix with probability of extinction of 0.08, 
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horizontal donation of 0.01, no correlation among the traits, variance of trait change of 0.02, and 60 

generations.    

 

Figure 4:  Regression Tree Analyses.  Regression trees for the (a) CI and (b) RI using phylogenies from 

the parsimony analyses of the simulated cultural trait data; (c) RI using phylogenies from the “true tree” 

saved in the simulation program; and (d) the difference in the RI between the parsimony and “true” trees.   

 

Figure 5:  The RI on the True Tree.  The RI declines with increasing rate of horizontal transmission 

(left panel0, whereas the RI shows only a weak relationship with the probability of horizontal donation 

(right panel).  Based on 5000 simulations. 

 

Figure 6:  The RI on the Parsimony Tree and True Tree.  The RI is higher on the parsimony tree, as 

compared to the true tree.  The dashed line indicates equal values and thus goes through the origin.  Based 

on 5000 simulations. 

 

  


